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Local Small Farmers Respond to County
Commissioner’s Outrageous Attacks
WHAT: Press Conference (in-person)
WHEN: Wednesday, April 20, 2022 at 4:30pm (before the ABCWUA Meeting at 5pm)
WHERE: One Civic Plaza, outside entrance to City Govt Center, near Plaza Eatery
WHO: Local small farmers and acequia users
WHY: To respond to the baseless & irresponsible comments made by a sitting County
Commissioner

ALBUQUERQUE, NM—During a recent Albuquerque Bernalillo County Water Utility
Authority (ABCWUA) meeting, Bernalillo County Commissioner Steven Michael Quezada
made the following outrageous comment attacking our local farmers: "Farmers [in the
middle Rio Grande] tend to be the biggest wasters of water." He also claimed that this
outrageous accusation was based on “research” that his office had conducted.
We want to be clear that we stand with small, traditional farmers who are water protectors,
NOT water wasters. Traditional farming practices including flood irrigation from the acequia
system is a centuries-old agricultural method that has been proven to be beneficial to our
ecosystem, local plants and wildlife, the tree canopy and our aquifer. Commissioner
Quezada’s ignorant comment is both inaccurate and unrepresentative of the honest work
that our local farmers and irrigators do to provide us with much-needed produce.

We are collaborating with multiple organizations including traditional farmers and supporters
to hold a press conference to achieve 3 purposes:
1) We want the public to be aware of Commissioner Quezada’s irresponsible and
uninformed comment about our farmers which perpetuates a myth that has been
disproven by science well documented by state government studies
2) We want to educate the Commission, the media and the public about the benefits of
irrigation and acequia-based agriculture
3) We demand that the Albuquerque Bernalillo County Water Utility Authority
(ABCWUA) hold Commissioner Quezada accountable for his harmful, damaging and
misinformed statement.
We want the ABCWUA and the County Commission to hold their colleague accountable for
his hurtful words, and speak truth to the communities that you wish to properly serve.
This blatantly miscalculated attempt of shifting the conversation to pin blame on our
community's farmers has placed Commissioner Quezada in plain view as an uninformed
instigator whose intentions are only to push agendas that benefit harmful urban sprawl
developments.
We know that the issue is larger than him or his tactics of diversion, but rest in making sure
that our people are getting the support and resources they need to continue to do their
work. We will continue the necessary work to build a better system that helps our local
farmers sustain their agriculture, and water defenders protect their land.
Take Action:
Submit your comments! Attend the ABCWUA meeting at 5pm on 4/20/22. The Water Utility
Authority will take public comment in writing only through 4pm on Weds. April 20th. These
comments will be distributed to all Board members for review. Please email comments
including your first and last name, to Luz Carreon at lcarreon@abcwua.org or fill out the
online form at https://www.abcwua.org/meetings-agendas-submit-public-comment/.
Farmers are protectors; hold accountable elected officials pushing harmful
narratives; farmers are experts; protect NM heritage!
Community Quotes:
“In response to claims that farms "waste water", the brilliant and ancient Albuquerque acequia
system is a sustainable, regenerative process that has remained working for at least 400 years
and is part of our heritage. The flooding of farmlands allows for upstream water pollution to be
dispersed in fields and processed with safe agricultural practices, essentially scrubbing the
water through the soil into our drinking wells. The lifeblood of an ancient heritage that runs
through the valley is carried in its acequia veins. Please dont sell our heritage or our water
rights. Please don't bleed the valley dry.”
– William Jacob Antonio Zamora, Commissioner of Arenal Acequia

“The Commissioner's words made me very sad. It looked to me like an attempt to pit farmers
against West Side residents. Misinformation like this does not help us deal with drought.”
--Marcia Fernandez, South Valley farmer
“Sure is funny how Quezada can say we are wasting water, yet he is responsible for the open
space north of Rio Grande High School. They sure water the alfalfa for the hay that someone
gets.”
–Bob Hurtado, Don Telesfor de Armijo Acequia
“It is time for our public officials to choose community health over corporate developers.
Honoring the water rights and cultural rights of acequia irrigators in a time of drought is part of
community health. So is encouraging dense infill development that provides affordable housing,
a solution to the climate crisis AND solutions to health issues like asthma and diabetes that are
linked to sprawl.”
–Angelina Lopez-Brody, American Friends Service Committee
“Throughout the centuries, acequias have overcome periodic environmental crises, rivalries
among water users, and profound historical changes. And they have survived because of their
common-good oriented design that is based on principles, such as cooperation, water sharing,
respect, equity, transparency, fairness, mediation, negotiation, proportionality between water
allocation rights and systemic maintenance duties, and solidarity.”
–Luis Pablo Martínez Sanmartín, Historian and Anthropologist,
Acequias of the Southwestern United States: Elements of
resilience in a coupled natural and human system
published by New Mexico State University
College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences
Nov. 2020
“Quezada asserts his office has done “research (on water uses)” and has concluded farmers
who are farming “the old way” are wasting a lot of water because they flood their fields. He
doesn’t seem aware that there are crops that cannot be irrigated any other way but by flooding,
e.g., alfalfa; and that most of the water used in flooding irrigation is not wasted; it goes to
replenish the aquifer, so farmers who are irrigating the old way are actually helping the rest of
water users by allowing water to go down and replenish the aquifer;”
—Jorge Garcia, Executive Director, Center for Socially
Sustainable Systems
“This narrative that negates the technical and lived experience of our farmers is damaging as it
perpetuates a western colonial mindset when it comes to our water management in the Middle
Rio Grande. As the descendant of acequia farmers, I realize the importance of ecological
services and instream flow that acequia farming provides. When will our local public
representatives and water managers do the same? We need to uplift our traditional land
stewards as we build resilience to this climate and water crisis.””
—Alejandria Lyons, Environmental Justice Organizer, SouthWest Organizing Project
“A policy maker’s responsibility is to promote well informed directives that promote the best
interests, health and welfare of the public they represent. Public statements that are ill informed
and misleading do not set good governance. Farmers in the Middle Rio Grande Valley are
already facing dwindling water for irrigation due to impending droughts and climate change, not
to be blamed for their irrigation methodologies. Although some flooding continues to be

necessary for particular crops, farmers generally use best irrigation practices, such as drip
irrigation. In contrast, too much water is diverted to large industries and developments that not
only consume millions of acre feet of our water, but also continue to contaminate the water and
soil with their waste at the expense of the taxpayer. A major current concern is the Santolina
development of the west mesa which has no usable water due to too much arsenic. Clearly, the
plan is to divert water from the valley floor for use of a 30,000 housing and industry
development, which will result in extreme hardship for farmers, but also severely impact the
cottonwoods in the bosque which provide much needed oxygen to residents of the greater
metro area. So, yes, we need to develop water policies which enhance quality of life,
sustainability, and preserve the local agriculturally based communities in the Rio Grande Valley.”
—Lauro Silva, Mountain View Community Garden and Sustainability Project

Bernalillo County Commissioner Steven Michael Quezada speaking at the ABCWUA meeting
on March 23, 2022.
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